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Our mission is to plant 70,000 trees in the buffer zone of the LMNP, over the next 2 years,
where habitat destruction has already taken place: during this trip, the goal is to plant at least
35,000 trees. For the past year, the TCOP team has engaged the 21 bio-monitors we work
with in the LMNP and encouraged them to collect and care for seedlings in their communities.
Each bio-monitor belongs to a different community and with their help and that of their
fellow residents, the collection of tree seedlings (of different species) has been successful.

TCOP began a tree planting mission with the help of communities around the LMNP

The team is engaging all ages in our tree 
planting mission!

Towards the end of June, TCOP embarked on a long trip to Loma Mountains National Park
(LMNP) for the 1st stage of our tree planting mission! Thanks to funding from Turing
Foundation, the team will be planting tree seedlings around the Park that is thought to
hold the highest density of the critically endangered chimpanzees in West Africa!
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BUILDING OF A SECONDARY SCHOOL

The building of the secondary school in Mansonia – one of the 21 communities
Tacugama works with around the LMNP – is progressing in leaps and bounds! 

We are looking forward to the completion of the school construction as it means that finally
children in this community and others nearby, will be able to continue their education by having 
access to a secondary school (so far inexistent).  Both our team at Tacugama and Sunday 
Foundation, our collaborators on this project, believe it is essential to give children the means to 
achieve a brighter future with further opportunities!

Tree planting in LMNP

Now the time has finally come to plant the seedlings! This trip will last just over 21 days, so our
TCOP field officers have a full day to work with each community. We look forward to welcoming
them back in July and see how many trees they were able to plant. Over the upcoming years we
hope to be a part of the restoration process of the degraded habitats that can be found around
the LMNP and help create a growing interest in conservation within Sierra Leone!
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A genet caught on a camera trap
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During June, TCOP engaged the rangers patrolling the Tacugama Reserve in the Western Area
Peninsula National Park (WAPNP) with some bio-monitoring training. After imparting successful
training sessions with the bio-monitors at LMNP, the team decided to go through similar
training steps for our very own in-house rangers.

So far, the 9 rangers use GPS Garmin devices alongside
pen and paper to fill out printed datasheets to record
data on wildlife and human activities. However, with recent funding from the Thin Green Line
we look forward to being able to purchase rugged phones for our dedicated monitors! With
more advanced technology, the rangers can collect accurate data that presents no errors thanks
to a lack of need of pen and paper that can induce accidental human errors.

Up until now the rangers at Tacugama use GPS devices and pen 

& paper to record wildlife and human sign in the forest

However, thanks to recent funding the rangers will start 

using more sophisticated monitoring tools

In addition, rugged phones allow the installment of multiple applications that can be used at the
same time. Although they are similar to normal smartphones, rugged phones tend to have a
larger storage capacity and are more protected against falls and extreme weather conditions.

In June, the outreach team along with the
rangers began mapping all patrol routes
performed by the law enforcement team. This
is another way for us to update our records on
routes performed, distance covered and areas
surveilled – we expect to begin combining both
bio-monitoring and patrol route data in July, as
we always strive to keep up with the latest
technology so we can perform our outreach
work to the highest standard! The team is mapping all patrol routes using rugged phones



During June, the TCOP team created a 6-month report that compiled of all bio-monitoring data
collected by the rangers from January 2021 until June 2021. Patrols were conducted around the
Tacugama Reserve by both rangers from the Tacugama Chimpanzee Sanctuary (4) and rangers
from the National Protected Area Authority (5). In addition to their law enforcement efforts, the
nine rangers also collected bio-monitoring data in order to have records on the biodiversity
currently living in the area, as well as the extent of human pressures they face.
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During the 6 months, the 
most frequently recorded 
species was the Maxwell’s 
duiker (Philantomba
maxwelli) (IUCN Red List = 
Least Concern), followed 
by the Campbell’s Monkey 
(Cercocebus campbelli) 
(IUCN Red List= Near 
Threatened) and the 
Western chimpanzee (Pan 
troglodytes verus) (IUCN 
Red List = Critically 
Endangered).

The team also mapped all waypoints 
corresponding to the critically 
endangered wild chimpanzees using 
the statistical program, R.

The rangers encountered different 
chimpanzee signs: direct observations, 
dung, feeding remains, footprints, 
nests, trails and vocalizations, whereby 
trails and vocalizations were the most 
common.

All signs are color coded on the map on 
the left. 

The team generated a 6-month report which 

included the analysis of all bio-monitoring 

data collected around the Tacugama Reserve 

since the beginning of the year

Map of all wild chimpanzee waypoints

Graph depicting the number of times each species 

was recorded during the 6-month period



TACUGAMA KIDS ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION PROGRAM (T-KEEP)
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Although the T-KEEP lessons winded down during June as the children prepared for their end of 

year exams and school break, we are still doing a lot behind the scenes so our work with schools 

can continue during the next academic year with regular meetings with the Ministry of Basic and 

Secondary Education (MBSSE) Mr. Osman Kamar. We are busy designing new concepts to 

incorporate into our TKEEP lessons for children and preparing a teacher training in September to 

the teachers who impart our lessons. 

More than a Chimpanzee Sanctuary…

School children during one of Tacugama’s TKEEP sessions

We are still thrilled 

that part of the 

Environmental 

Education Workbook 

that our TKEEP 

Department teaches 

to schools in Sierra 

Leone, is now 

officially part of the 

National Curriculum 

of the country!
Page from the Environmental Education Workbook

As we say: “Changes start with kids!" 

and having a younger generation who is 

educated in environmental topics is 

definitely a step in the right direction 

towards the protection of our beloved 

planet and all the wildlife within it.



ROOTS & SHOOTS
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As the outreach team said goodbye to the Lion

Pride FC for the rainy season, we were still able to

engage another team of young game changers

before pausing the Roots & Shoots program for a

few months.

TCOP engaged a football team – the Mountain 

Defenders – to help Tacugama spread the word on 

conservation and make a difference in Salone! 

When challenged to help Tacugama conduct a 

community clean-up nearby the sanctuary, the 

footballers came out in full force to pick up the 

plastics littering close-by to the highway. During 

the clean-up the team sensitized the locals living or 

working nearby to always clean up the fronts of 

their houses and not leave litter lying around. 
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COMMUNICATIONS & MEDIA

During June, Tacugama continued to sensitize a

greater audience through newspaper articles and

radio shows. One of the latter included a session

in which our Communications Officer talked

about “Endangered species and their importance

to our environment” on Capital Radio.

As said by ranger and youth leader Clifford "You need to clean your front yards, because when 

you clean your front yard, it helps a LOT! The plastics you see around, they can last for 500 years 

before they decompose. The plastic bottles that lie around can last up to 1000 years which will 

cause great problems to your communities.“ We were impressed by the team’s dedication and 

commitment to this task - they proved themselves a worthy group of young people ready to help 

us make a change! We look forward to see a possible new Roots & Shoots collaboration develop 

in the months to come and are excited about the prospects of all we could achieve together!

Many articles were published about Tacugama in June, including this piece by Isaac Unisa Kamara
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TCS has been awarded a new 
project  to safeguard the OKNP

In partnership with the Wild Chimpanzee
Foundation (WCF), Tacugama Chimpanzee
Sanctuary (TCS) has been awarded a three-year
project from the European Commission to co-
manage and safeguard the Outamba Kilimi
National Park (OKNP).

As a result, Tacugama is now protecting 3 of
Sierra Leone’s 4 National Parks – Western Area
Peninsula National Park (WAPNP), Loma
Mountains National Park (LMNP) and OKNP.
With WCF’s support, we will address the park’s
trans boundary challenges, conduct a census of
the park, provide livelihood support, carry out
environmental education initiatives and
eventually launch an ecotourism venture in
OKNP. TCS has become more than just a
chimpanzee sanctuary, and our conservation
efforts in protected and non-protected areas
have allowed us to secure the EU’s backing and
support!

We’re about to embark on a journey filled with
challenges, but we have 26 years of experience
to guide us. If you’re interested and keen to
make a difference - we’re currently looking for a
Project Manager (to be based in OKNP). Do get
in touch by emailing us at info@tacugama.com
for details and job description.

Click here to read an online article on the topic

https://www.afrik21.africa/en/sierra-leone-tcs-portfolio-increases-from-3-to-4-national-parks/
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VETERINARY

Sadly, this month a very special female infant from the nursery area passed away.
Unfortunately, some babies arrive at the sanctuary in such a poor condition that it affects their
development and quality of life.

Since arriving at the sanctuary, Jean (Female 4.5 yo) had a different behaviour from the other
infant chimpanzees. She was not interested in playing, had little physical activity, slept most of
the day and preferred to spend time by herself. Radiographic studies performed by the vet team
revealed one bullet in her brain, another in the costal region, as well as a fracture to her left
clavicle – combined these issues caused several abnormalities to her growth and development.

Eventually, Jean lost her appetite, experienced periods of constipation then episodes of
diarrhea. Towards the end, as she became even more sedentary than before, Jean began to lose
a lot of weight. Further blood studies revealed an inflammatory and infectious process, which
might be associated with the enterodysbiosis then enterotoxaemia she was suffering from.
However, the results of her thyroid profile also suggest the possibility that Jean was suffering
from primary hypothyroidism.

The veterinary staff did everything they could to make Jean as comfortable as possible
throughout her illness. The next step is to await the results of the autopsy and determine the
cause of death.

More than a Chimpanzee Sanctuary…

Jean at Tacugama in May 2021Jean at Tacugama in 2019
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MEDICAL PROCEDURES

QUARANTINE HEALTH-CHECKS

The team performed a large variety of tests for each individual chimp in quarantine. The majority
of the chimps are healthy, including Ferenkeh (Female, 4.5 yo) and Lazar Ceasar (Male, 3.5 yo)
who had his second health check for which the vet team took routine blood samples and chest x-
rays that came back with good results.

More than a Chimpanzee Sanctuary…

As a preventive measure, the vet
team performed a procedure under
anesthesia upon Molly (Female, 10
yo) from Group A who is in her third
trimester of gestation. The team
carried out an abdominal
ultrasound to evaluate the
movement of the embryo, the
heartbeat, the placenta and the
position of the fetus. The
ultrasound revealed a fetus of
adequate size and movement.
Yellowish secretion was also found
in the mammary glands, so further
vitamins were administered.

MJ (Male, 3.0 yo) however, after his second
health check, continues with a fungal problem
on his skin. He has been taking treatment and
medical baths to improve his skin condition.

Lazar Caesar is doing well in the 
Quarantine Section

MJ is receiving medical baths to 
improve his skin condition

PREGNANCY

SOON TACUGAMA WILL WELCOME A 
NEW MEMBER!

Molly  is in the third trimester of her gestation
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MEDICAL PROCEDURES
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Technical Note
The hands have different structures that help the movement of the fingers, such as the flexor 

muscles that are connected by tendons to the bone.
The flexor tendons help move the index finger and the thumb. Some types of injuries such as 
deep cuts can injure the tendons that lie nearby nerves and blood vessels. This can result in a 
decreased movement and improper positioning of the hand. If a tendon is injured, repair can 
be done with surgery whereby reconstruction of the tendons and subsequent physiotherapy 
should take place. An alternative option is to immobilize the affected area to reduce the load 
on the tendon – however, this is complicated in chimpanzees who will remove any splints as 

quickly as possible and the healing process is longer, usually 3 to 6 weeks.

Zack (Male, 20 yo) from group B had a fight with Chippie
(Male, 14 yo), who injured him with a wire which
generated a cut on the dorsal surface of Zack’s hand,
specifically in the region of the abductor longus and
extensor tendon of the thumb. This injury resulted in an
abnormal position of the hand (see photo below) that
had a decreased mobility.

The veterinary team performed an anesthetic procedure
and found adequate mobility in the joint and slight
inflammation in the affected area. The area was
cleaned, and Zack received treatment with analgesics,
antibiotics, as well as a tetanus vaccination. Zack has
had a favorable response to the treatment and has
began to show increased mobility in his hand.

INTRASPECIFIC AGGRESSION

INTEGRATIONS

After months of intense treatment with oral 
antifungals and weekly medicated baths for 
the dermatomycosis that caused hair loss, 
Solo jr, Brown, Julius, Nelio, Pizarro returned 
to the nursery group with the other infants 
sharing and enjoying their semi-forestry 
enclosure.

The vet team conducted integrations in the nursery area (Julius and Flavour)

Zack’s hand was treated and he is 
healing well
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CAPACITY BUILDING
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Tacugama carries out monthly training sessions in different areas according to the needs that
arise within the sanctuary. The objective is to solve problems that can arise daily and thus
reduce the need for supervision, as well as generating personal and professional development.

• Training on how to operate the electric
generator, because it is important to know
its different parts, the maintenance and
care of the equipment in order to have
electricity at the sanctuary.

• Weekly training in vital signs, catheter
placement, sampling and medication
administration under the supervision of the
resident vet is important for the care staff
as they are responsible for the daily care
and monitoring of the chimpanzees. In case
of emergency, they can assist the resident
vet and provide the best care and attention
to the resident chimpanzees.

Dart training: The care
staff develop various practical skills in the care of the animals, and 

everything related to it, including the preparation and launch of blow 
pipe darts, which are used to anaesthetize the resident chimpanzees 

for medical check-ups, as well as when an emergency situation arises.

Morrie (head of the care-staff) was trained on placing a venous catheter by puncturing the cephalic vein 
in order to pass intravenous fluids and medication to Molly
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Environmental enrichment consists in providing resident chimpanzees with a range of stimuli 
that challenge their senses and intellect so they develop skills and behaviours like those they 
would have in the wild. Enrichment can include food presented in containers, different 
materials that are introduced to the dens and enclosures, smells and different textures.

ENRICHMENT

SOCKS

The socks were filled with 
peanuts, syrup and paper, 

whereby the chimps spent time 
searching for the treats inside. 

Seeing as the adults’ hands were 
too big to fit inside, they 

preferred to bite into the socks 
and make a hole to get the 

contents. 

BALLS & BUBBLES

The team also added different 
food types with different smells 
and tastes to balls. In addition, 

soap bubbles are also great 
enrichment – although they only 
last a few seconds in the air, the 

chimps are curious and spend 
time trying to catch them.

CONTAINERS

Adding food inside different 
containers is also a good way to 
keep the chimpanzees busy. By 

cutting holes into the 
containers, the chimps have to
use tools to acquire the treats, 
thus increasing the difficulty of 

the task.



CHIMPANZEES NUTRITION SUMMARY
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Body Condition Score

Malnourished 1/5

Underweight 2/5

Ideal 3/5

Overweight 3.5 - 4/5

Obese 5    

Summary of the amount of food given to the 101 resident chimpanzees during June

Breakdown of the body condition 
scores of the 101 chimpanzees

The score, out of 5, for each type of body condition

The chimpanzees with a non-ideal body score, i.e.
Overweight (BCS =3.5- 4/5)

TCS BODY CONDITION (n=99)

Malnourished 0

Underweight 1

Ideal 94

Overweight 6

Obese 0

More than a Chimpanzee Sanctuary…
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TCS JUNE NUTRITION  SUMMARY CHART 

Underweight

MJ M Quarantine

Overweight

Young Bruno M New C

Salva M Gorilla

Nyanda F Old C

Ratch F Old C

Gabie F New C

Jerry F Group B
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PREVENTIVE MEDICINE
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Vaccination is a form of preventive medicine to protect us from various diseases. In this case,
following an agreement with the Minister of Health and Sanitation and the Government of
Sierra Leone, the entire staff at the sanctuary was vaccinated against COVID-19 in order to
activate the body's natural defense, protect the Chimpanzees and reduce the risk of acquiring
the virus.

During June, Tacugama was home for two volunteers: Sarah
Jerke and new volunteer Cora L. M. Evans. Cora has come
from Cummings School of Veterinary Medicine at Tufts
University North Grafton, Massachusetts – U.S.A, and
began her internship at the Sanctuary.

Tacugama’s internship program allows you to enrich your
veterinary education by attending different lectures and
helping with medical procedures. You can learn about
chimpanzee medicine, welfare and enrichment!

VOLUNTEERS

If you are interested in coming to lend us a hand go to: https://www.tacugama.com/volunteer/ for more information!

This month Tacugama’s staff began their vaccination process

New volunteer Cora came to do a veterinary internship

Sarah joined an outreach trip Volunteer Sarah was able to join one of the team’s 
outreach trips. Read her testimonial:

“I had the opportunity to visit the communities in 

Loma Mountain with Tacugama, where I met so many 
friendly people and learned a lot about the way of 

living in small communities in the forest. We planted 
many trees and everybody joined the movie nights in 
the evenings to watch wildlife documentaries. These 

days were definitely one of the best experiences during 
my volunteering with Tacugama.” 

https://www.tacugama.com/volunteer/
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WORKSHOPS
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During June, Tacugama also participated 
in a series of workshops aimed at 
improving tourism and marketing within 
Freetown. “Domestic Tourism Messaging 
and Content Workshop with Key 
Stakeholders” and “Development of the 
Marketing and Rebranding Strategy 
Freetown Consultative Workshop” were 
two worthwhile and insightful seminars to 
attend seeing as the Government of 
Sierra Leone is promoting Tacugama 
Chimpanzee Sanctuary as the number 1 
tourist destination in the country.

This month we also began to see the results of our greenhouses – with care and attention we
really can produce great things this month in particular: sweet peppers and tomatoes. We are
grateful to Jim&K Agricultural Solutions for their continued support and guidance in helping us
become even more sustainable and green at Tacugama!

GREENHOUSES

Seeing as the harvest has been so successful, Tacugama’s greenhouse
carers conducted an informative presentation to the rest of the Tacugama
team about Kenyan peppers and their work at the greenhouses.

Tacugama attended different workshops in Freetown during June

New volunteer Cora came to do a veterinary internship

The greenhouses gave us a great harvest during June: sweet peppers and tomatoes!
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ECO-TOURISM
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Curry Night 04.06.021

Tacugama’s founder and director, Bala Amarasekaran,
cooked over 20 dishes for our legendary Curry Night.
We also took the opportunity to celebrate Andrea
Pizarro’s birthday and farewell.

Wine, Cheese and Afro-Centric Jazz Night 11.06.2021

Afrocentric Jazz was played by Solo’s Beat - Iyabode and James Laundeh -
under the open skies at the sanctuary. Guests were served South African 
wine and Dutch cheese under the stars. The combination of 
location and gastronomy created the best way to end the
Events Season  at Tacugama. We thank all of you who 
joined us for our different forest feasts and fests. 
We can’t wait to have you back again!

In June, Tacugama welcomed some visitors on our
educational tour. Not only do these tours sensitize
Sierra Leoneans and international visitors about the
country’s National Animal - the chimpanzee -, but also
provide the sanctuary with some of the much-needed
income to care for the 101 resident chimps. We also
welcomed visitors to or Eco-Lodges and hosted 2
magical events.

Long-term team member Andrea Pizarro, 
enjoyed Tacugama’s legendary Curry Night 

as her farewell dinner

Andrea finished her 4th year with Tacugama during
which she had the role of TCS Resident Vet, followed
by Acting Conservation Manager and General
Manager. Her contribution to Tacugama happened
on every level: from working with the animal welfare
department to ensure the daily care of the resident
chimps, to developing sources of sustainable income,
creating new collaborations and strategizing new
fields of intervention. We know Andrea will continue
to be an integral part of Tacugama and wish her all
the best in her new chapter.
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TACUGAMA NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT

Towards the end of June, due to Sierra Leone currently experiencing its 3rd Wave of COVID-19,  
we have had to close the sanctuary once more. This is never an easy decision due to the great hit 
upon our daily income, but the health and safety of the chimpanzees and workers at Tacugama is 

our priority. Here are some ways you can support us during these testing times. 

Become a Chimpanzee Guardian!
Available online worldwide (60USD)

Purchase our very own King Bruno Book!
Available in the UK and EU (Only 20USD)

Get your own chimpanzee t-shirt. Available in 
the UK (35USD), EU & US (40USD) & Canada (50USD)

Surprise a loved one with a stuffed chimp toy. 
Available in the EU (40USD)

Simply make a donation to our Paypal account HERE and email us at info@tacugama.com informing the team 
what item you would like to purchase. Visit our social media pages for more information on the products available!

https://www.paypal.com/donate/?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=7S6DYPYRJJF86


www.tacugama.com

You’re just a click away from more regular updates
Check out our Facebook page, Instagram accounts (Sanctuary and 

Outreach), as well as our Twitter page to stay in the loop about 
everything Tacugama!

@tacugama @tacugama @tacugamacop @tacugama

In loving memory of Jean 

http://www.tacugama.com/
https://www.facebook.com/Tacugama
https://www.instagram.com/tacugama/
https://www.instagram.com/tacugamacop/
https://twitter.com/Tacugama?ref_src=twsrc%5Egoogle%7Ctwcamp%5Eserp%7Ctwgr%5Eauthor

